
ISOframe ripple



The ultra-lightweight linking 
banner-stand system.

Very portable, compact and 
tool-less. ISOframe Ripple  
can be used as a single 
banner-stand or add panels 
to create a system you can 
bend and flex to fit the 
venue, a great alternative 
to pop-up. Perfect for 
smaller event spaces.

Ideal for floor sizes up to 12m2.
Maximum height 2.2m.

rippleripple

Two Panel Kit Five Panel Kit

Three Panel Kit

3m x 3m 4m x 2m



A five panel kit - three rigid panels and 
two flexible panelsOne panel media module Ripple kits are ideal for small shell scheme spaces using close-to-wall base supports

Ripple kits can flex to fit any event space. Pictured with close-to-wall base supports

A three panel Ripple kit with flexible centre panel

A seven panel Ripple kit A five panel Ripple kit case-to-counter and small screen



Why choose between 
traditional banner-stands 
and a pop-up display 
when Ripple gives you 
the best of both? A truly 
flexible banner stand 
system you can use as 
individual banner stands 
you can then link together 
to create a bendable 
display of any width. 
ISOframe Ripple is the 
perfect flexible choice for 
any exhibition or event.

Ripple is easy to carry and 
very compact. This, allied 
with tool-less assembly, 
means the system can be 
set up seconds. 

Add more panels and 
create a display that 
can bend and flex to 
suit your venue - Ripple 
quite literally changes the 
shape of your exhibition 
display experience. 

All graphic panels can 
either be attached to 
a frame or used as a 
flexi-link graphic. Add 
or remove panels one-
by-one to change the 
overall display width.

If simplicity, speed of 
assembly and portability 
are what you need, then 
the Ripple ticks all the 
boxes. You can re-use and 
reconfigure it over and 
over again, saving you 
both time and money.

ISOframe Ripple - the ultimate 
linking banner-stand system 
you can flex to suit any venue. 

Low cost 
Case to Counter

Base 
support 
options

Attach graphic to complete the counter

Lightweight and easy to carry

Case to Counter

Lightweight and easy to carry

Simply attach base and counter top

Standard Base Support

Close-to-Wall Base Support

Key Features

4) Complete frame 5) Attach panels3) Attach top beam2) Attach bottom beam1) Attach base support to post

Single panel solutions Multi panel solutions

All panels 
800mm wide

All panels can be used as 
flexi-link or frame mounted

Flex to almost 
any shape

Incredibly lightweight 
and compact

Fits into the boot 
of small cars

Single or double 
sided option

Two heights available: 
Ripple at 2000mm 
Ripple+ at 2200mm

Case to counter 
solutions

Extremely cost 
effective

Free 3D 
design

Versatility built in

Easy Assembly



Key Features

4) Complete frame 5) Attach panels3) Attach top beam2) Attach bottom beam1) Attach base support to post

Single panel solutions Multi panel solutions

All panels 
800mm wide

All panels can be used as 
flexi-link or frame mounted

Flex to almost 
any shape

Incredibly lightweight 
and compact

Fits into the boot 
of small cars

Single or double 
sided option

Two heights available: 
Ripple at 2000mm 
Ripple+ at 2200mm

Case to counter 
solutions

Extremely cost 
effective

Free 3D 
design

1) Attach base support to post 2) Attach bottom beam

Versatility built in

Easy Assembly




